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Copyright A 2OQ Amazon Web Services LLC or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

The following are trademarks or registered trademarks of Amazon: Amazon, Amazon.com, Amazon.com
Design, Amazon DevPay, Amazon EC2, Amazon Web Services Design, AWS, CloudFront, EC2, Elastic
Compute Cloud, Kindle, and Mechanical Turk. ln addition, Amazon.com graphics, logos, page headers,
bulton icons, scripts, and service names are trademarks, or trade dress of Amazon in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Amazon's trademarks and trade dress may not be used in connection with any product or service
that is not Amazon's, in any manner thal is likely to cause confusion among customers, or in any manner

that disparages or discredits Amazon.

All other trademarks not owned by Amazon are the property of their respective owners, who may or may
not be affiliated wilh, connected to, or sponsored by Amazon.
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Managing Bucket Website Confiquration

Optionally, when creating a bucket in the Northern California Region, you can also use a
Region-specif c endpoint in the request to creãte the bucket. For example, to match the Region
specified in step "1, you would use the endpoint, htips:,/./s3-us-west-1. amazcnaws. com (or
http : ,/ /s 3-us-west-1 . amaz onaws . com),

Using the Region-specific endpoint avoids the latency caused by the redireciion of requests from
US Standard to the Northern Çalifornia Region. For more information, see Redirection (p.87). (The
EU (lreland) Region does not have a Region-specific endpoint.) l

lmportant

Even if you use a Region-specific endpoint ¡n a request to create a Northern California
Region bucket, you must set lhe value of ,Locatio¡co¡sËrairÈ lo the same Region.

Bucket Access

To access Amazon 53 buckets and objects that were created using createBuckêtcônfj guråti cn,
you can use the virtual hosted-style request in all Regions. For example:

http :,/ / youïbucket . s3 . amazonaws . com,/youroh j ect

To use the path-style request, the bucket must be in the US Classic Region, or the bucket must be in the
same Region as the endpoint in the request. For example:

http : l/s3, amazonaws . ccm,/yourbucket/you¡obj ect

Redirection
Amazon supports two types of redirects: lemporary and permanent.

Temporary redirects automat¡cally redirect users that do not have DNS information for the requested
bucket. This occurs because DNS changes take time to propagate through the lnternet. For example, if
a user creâtes a bucket with a location constraint and immediately stores an object in lhe buckel,
information about the bucket might not distribute throughout the lnternet. Because the bucket is a sub
domain of s3.amazonaws.com, Amazon 33 redirects it to the conect Amazon 53 location.

You can remove this (short lived) redirection latency by using a Region-specific endpoint in the bucket
creationrequest.The LocationconstLaint bucketparameterspecifiestheRegionwherethebucket
will reside. Using the Region-specilic endpoint is optional.The only Region you can do this in is US-West.
For more information, see How to Spec¡fy a Bucket's Region (p. 86).

Transferring a Bucket's Contents to Another Region

Use the following process to transfer your bucket from one Region to another.

To transfer a bucket to another Region

Create a new Amazon S3 bucket in the Region you wish to transfer your data to.

Use the copy operation to transfer each ofyour objects from the source Region to the target Region.
Bandwldth charges apply for this transfer. For more lnformation, go to COPY Oblect.

Managing Bucket Website Configuration
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